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Three large high radioactivity particulate fragments, each several 100 μm in diameter, 
have been recovered from the region immediately surrounding the Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Power Plant. Through the application of high-resolution electron and ion-beam 
methods, this work has sought to investigate the structure and composition of this fibrous 
surface morphology. By evaluating this, a potential material source can be determined, 
alongside important information relating to the conditions/events at the time of the 
reactor explosions and catastrophic release of radioactive materials. The results of this 
study show that the fibrous features associated with these large radiocesium-containing 
particles share a common elemental composition. With respect to the surrounding par-
ticle, the fibers are enriched in Si, Cl, and Fe, while depleted in both Zn and Al. Based 
on composition, these fibers are ascribed to thermal insulating material used within the 
plant, which was sufficiently heated during the loss of coolant incident at the plant to 
be incorporated into the molten ejecta material that rapidly solidified upon quenching 
in air. Elemental analysis of these fibers does not reveal any evidence of leaching or the 
presence of actinide materials.

Keywords: Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, radionuclides, fallout, Fukushima, nuclear Power Plants, nuclear 
disaster, contamination

inTrODUcTiOn

Resulting from the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) accident that occurred during 
March 2011, a considerable volume of radioactive fallout was deposited onto mainland Japan as 
well as out into the neighboring Pacific Ocean (Chino et al., 2011; Kawamura et al., 2011). Across 
the affected Fukushima Prefecture, significant effort is being directed to the remediation of large 
areas of contaminated fields, forests, and hillslopes—with a total final cost of the clean-up currently 
estimated at between JPY 1.55 and 16 trillion, depending on the exact level of remediation work to 
be undertaken (Yasutaka and Naito, 2016). Additional work has, and is continuing, to be directed to 
the detailed analysis of the form, composition, and environmental behavior of the released material, 
not only to better understand the events surrounding the incident but also the spread of elemental 
species within the typhoon-impacted country.

Akin to previous earlier works (Sawhney, 1972; Cremers et al., 1988), most of the radiocesium 
observed within the environment around the Fukushima Prefecture occurs within fine-scale 
 (sub-micron) soil materials. Studies report preferential Cs sorption onto the interlayers (edge sites) of 
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both mica and clay-type minerals (Kogure et al., 2012; Mukai et al., 
2014; Saito et al., 2014), where it is difficult to disassociate, and is 
subsequently transported, carried by the host particulate material. 
Additional studies have also identified Cs within larger material, 
including 1–2  µm diameter spherical particles (Adachi et  al., 
2013; Abe et al., 2014; Kogure et al., 2016). Typically employing 
air-sampling apparatus (located 170 km south west of the facility) 
in addition to ground-sampled material (tens of kilometers from 
the plant), some of these studies have also located the existence of 
uranium species (Martin et al., 2016) within the cores of several 
of these ejecta fragments (Abe et al., 2014; Kogure et al., 2016).

Whereas some of the material encountered contains actinide 
species, and others do not, in each instance, the major component 
of the material analyzed is silicon—constituting the bulk of the 
material alongside other light and transition elements including 
C, O, Na, Mg, Al, K, Ca, Fe, and Zn.

In contrast to both the fine-scale colloidal Cs and the 
micron-sized spherical particles, the material analyzed within 
this work was collected much closer to the plant (<5  km to 
the Northwest) and is also orders of magnitude greater in size. 
Like the smaller spherical particles, however, previous studies 
have shown that Si is the dominant component alongside the 
aforementioned accessory elements (Kogure et al., 2016; Satou 
et al., 2016; Furuki et al., 2017). In contrast—unlike the smaller 
spherical particles, despite containing radiocesium (detectable 
via standard gamma-spectrometry), the presence of Cs was not 
identified through energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) of the 
material—but through synchrotron radiation analysis (Ono 
et al., 2017), illustrating (i) its spatial heterogeneity (despite the 
inherent low limit of detection) and (ii) its existence within the 
particle’s internal structure.

As part of the analysis carried out on the ejecta materials, scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) imaging has been performed 
on both material types (micron-scale spherical and large angular 
fragments). The external surfaces of the spherical material have 
been shown to be highly smooth and regular (Adachi et al., 2013; 
Abe et al., 2014), with the larger-sized particles exhibiting signifi-
cantly greater angularity and number of surface morphological 
features (Satou, 2016). Several fragments of particulate on the 
same micron length-scale of the spherical material, collected at 
20 km from the FDNPP, have recently been isolated and found to 
also exhibit marked angularity (Satou et al., 2016).

Such a contrasting size and form; combined with (i) differing 
radiocesium ratios (134Cs/137Cs) determined in previous works 
(Chino et al., 2016), (ii) the location at which the samples were 
obtained and (iii) reactor core modeling (Nishihara et al., 2012), 
has led many to speculate that each particulate type represents 
emission from a specific reactor at the Fukushima site (Shibahara 
et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2014; Snow et al., 2016).

Work by Salbu and Krekling (1998) analyzing particulate 
released from the Chernobyl nuclear accident of 1986 observed 
that the material was not principally silicate but actinide-based—
resulting from the explosive break-up of the reactors uranium 
dioxide core. This high silicate component (and only trace levels of 
actinides, if any) encountered in the Fukushima-derived samples 
has been invoked to suggest that limited core release occurred 
from the events in Japan—with the material arising instead from 

a hydrogen explosion occurring within the reactor building due 
to gas build-up inside the reactor pressure vessel (Satou, 2016; 
Ono et al., 2017).

eXPeriMenTal

sample collection
The bulk material containing the particulate material consisted of 
dirt collected from the ground at the Cambridge Filter Company 
(37.4379125N, 141.0222995E) on the 20th August 2016. This site 
is located on the northwest perimeter boundary of the FDNPP 
site, 2  km from the coast, and the six reactor buildings of the 
FDNPP. The material was selected due to the high count rate it 
exhibited upon examination with a handheld radiation survey 
meter. Selected material was removed from the grounds surface 
and placed into a sealed plastic sample bag for transportation 
and subsequent homogenization (required for sample extraction, 
below).

sample extraction
An initial homogenization of the sample within the plastic sample 
bag was first performed as per details described fully within 
Onda et al. (2015). Following this, a step-wise extraction of the 
particulate exhibiting a high Cs gamma activity occurred, with 
a full methodology described within Satou et  al. (2016). After 
exposing the sample to an imaging plate, regions not displaying 
strong radioactive emissions were removed from the sample sheet 
and the exposure process was repeated on the reduced volume of 
material. Resulting from the numerous repetitions of this division 
and exposure process, radioactive particles were finally removed 
from the surrounding material using a pair of fine-tipped twee-
zers, before being placed onto an electron microscope (pin) stub 
for analysis.

The three samples (termed CF-01-1, CF-01-2, and CF-01-3) 
analyzed during this study were all extracted from the same 
volume of contaminated sediment material. Each of the particles 
showed considerable Cs radioactivity—as determined via a con-
ventional gamma-ray spectrometer held in proximity to each of 
the particle-containing analysis stubs.

electron imaging and ion-Beam Milling
Initial imaging of the regions on each of the samples was performed 
using a Zeiss SIGMA Variable Pressure (VP) Field Emission-SEM 
(FE-SEM) (Oberkochen, Germany). Through application of the 
instruments VP function, introducing a nitrogen-rich atmos-
phere into the instruments, the material was imaged without the 
requirement for conductive sample coating.

Also installed onto the FE-SEM was an EDAX (Mahwah, NJ, 
USA) Octane Plus Si-drift EDS detector to undertake composi-
tional analysis of the sample. During sample imaging, a 10 kV, 
0.3  nA (30  µm aperture) beam was employed, with the beam 
parameters increased to 20  kV and 1.2  nA (120  µm aperture) 
during EDS spectra acquisition. A consistent working distance 
of 8–10  mm (with 0° sample tilt) was maintained throughout 
both imaging and EDS analysis. EDS point analysis alongside 
line scanning and mapping were undertaken during this work. 

http://www.frontiersin.org/Energy_Research/
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FigUre 1 | (a) Scanning electron microscope image of one of the entire submillimeter particles—apparent is its highly angular form; (B) smooth surface region 
showing micron and sub-micron recesses; (c) fibrous surface feature with line of section (Figures 3a and 4) shown.
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EDS acquisition was conducted to achieve optimum count rates 
while maintaining a detector dead-time of approximately 30%. 
Multiple scan repetitions (line scans and maps) were performed 
to improve the overall signal to noise ratio.

To determine if a prevailing orientation was present across 
the identified particles surface fibers, their orientation was deter-
mined using the microscopes suite of measurement and image 
analysis tools, with the sense of rotation defined arbitrarily as the 
top of the particle. Orientation measurements were grouped into 
bins, each of 20° increments.

Ion-beam sectioning of regions of interest across each of the 
sample surfaces were performed using a Helios NanoLab 600i 
(FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) dual SEM—focused ion 
beam (FIB) instrument. As this instrument does not possess a 
VP function, beam-induced platinum vapor deposition was per-
formed; whereby a gaseous organometallic platinum precursor 
(Trimethyl-methylcylopentadienyl Platinum-IV) was injected 
(and subsequently ionized) by rapidly rastering the gallium ion-
beam over a large area—forming a thin electrically conductive 
layer over only the region of interest. Initial ion-beam milling 
was undertaken across micron-scale regions at 2.7 nA and 30 kV 
beam current, with progressively decreasing beam energies used 
to achieve a high quality final surface finish, free of any “curtain-
ing” artifacts typical of ion-beam preparation.

resUlTs anD DiscUssiOn

external Particle Form
An image of the entire exterior of one of the particles (CF-01-3) 
is shown in Figure 1A. Apparent is its highly angular form and 
irregular surface texture. Whereas most of the samples outer 
surface is smooth, considerable portions are characterized by 
numerous pits or recesses—each sub-micron to several microns in 
diameter, typically rounded in form (Figure 1B). Also distributed 
across the particle surfaces are numerous elongate fibrous features 
(Figure 1C). These fibers all vary in their thickness (measured to 
occur with dimensions from less than 10 µm, through to bulbous 
portions averaging 30–35 µm in diameter) and total length (vary-
ing from short lengths of 50 µm to longer sections over 100 µm). 
Observable from Figure 1A is their mechanism of attachment to 
the main body of the particle (yellow dashed region), where each 
of these strands is seen to be physically fused at each of its ends 
to the particles exterior surface, rather than simply lying across 
its surface.

Fiber exterior composition
The results of EDS point analyses taken across the entirety of 
all three samples are shown in the three compositional plots 
of Figure  2. Of the elements present within the sample, the 
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FigUre 2 | Elemental comparison of both the fibrous regions and surrounding bulk particle. Data from all three particles comprises the results presented in  
this figure.
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most abundant is silicon—with the percentage mass, or weight 
percentage (wt%), component of this element ranging from 
24.9 through to 53.8. Within this range, two distinct clusters 
can be observed—with Si compositions occurring between 
24.9 and 37.1 wt% and 44.6 and 53.8 wt%. This upper range of 
data points were determined from the fibers that lay across the 
surface of the particle, whereas the lower values (Si component 
<37.1 wt%) were all associated with the surrounding bulk of 
the particle. A similar elemental enrichment for the fibrous 
component of the material is apparent for Al, where a clear 
disparity is observed between the bulk particle and the asso-
ciated surface fiber. As shown in Figure 2, the fiber contains 
more than four times the concentration of aluminum than the 
material that surrounds it. Also enriched within the particle, 
however, not at levels as high as for both Si and Al, is the 
halogen-group element Cl. As is highlighted within Figure 2, 
the fibers all show an elevated Cl content (average: 2.02 wt%) 
whereas the remainder of the particle contains comparatively 
little Cl (average: 0.27 wt%).

In contrast, however, some elements show a notable depletion 
in the fibrous features relative to the particle bulk. The transition 
elements of iron and zinc (Figure 2) both show a large reduction 
in their concentration across these micron-scale features relative 
to the material they are contained within. Iron occurs within 
the fibers with a mean value of 0.41  wt%, whereas away from 
these structures, the average mass fraction is 7.47 wt%. Similar 
compositional variation is observed for the zinc, however, to a 
much lesser extent—with the particle containing an average of 
0.16 wt%, and the surrounding bulk 0.69 wt%.

Several elements do not show any discernible difference in 
their abundance between the background particle and the surface 
fibers. Both Na and Ca exhibit a wide compositional variation 
of several weight percent, however, neither element show clearly 

defined difference between EDS results obtained from the par-
ticle or the fibers. The other elements Mg, K, and Ti examined 
in contrast show a much smaller range in weight percentage 
composition (<1 wt%), with no significant difference observable 
between EDS spectra results obtained from both the fiber and 
surrounding particle regions. A small amount of compositional 
difference is, however, observed for Pb between the contrasting 
regions of the sample. However, the degree of overlap is small and 
could be invoked as an insignificant given the low concentrations 
of this element (between 0.22 and 0.70 wt%) across both regions. 
However, Pb is used extensively within nuclear reactors, not just 
for radiation shielding but also to enclose and surround various 
core components (due to its ductility), potentially including those 
insulated with silicon fiber-type materials.

The results of EDS line-scanning across the fibrous structure 
(position identified in Figure  1C of CF-01-03) are shown in 
Figure  3A, detailing the compositional variation for both Si 
and Zn. As is shown similarly within Figure  2, a considerable 
enrichment in Si is found across the width of the particle above 
the much-lower levels witnessed within the surrounding particle. 
A similar depletion of the fiber in Zn, as shown graphically in 
Figure  2, is also shown within the line scan across the fiber. 
Results from an identical line scan over a thicker fiber (28 µm) 
are shown within Figure  3B. These results are consistent with 
the smaller fiber (Figure 3A), with a considerable enrichment in 
Si over the surface feature, and a corresponding depletion in Zn 
over the same scan section.

Combined, these results would suggest a near identical 
provenance of the material forming the fibers and particle bulk 
matrix, with the fibers exhibiting a composition slightly higher 
in silicon and aluminum than the encompassing particle bulk.

Energy dispersive spectroscopy analysis of both the bulk par-
ticle and the fibrous features on its surface show no discernible 
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FigUre 3 | Energy dispersive spectroscopy line scans (Si and Zn) across the fibrous features on particle surfaces; (a) line scan over a smaller diameter fiber  
(as identified in Figure 1a); (B) line scan over a larger diameter, Si-rich, fiber.
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peaks for Cs in any form (radioactive [134Cs and 137Cs] or stable 
[133Cs]). However, in works conducted on identical samples to 
these (obtained from the same site), the characteristic gamma-
ray emissions of Cs were determined (Satou, 2016) (it is these 
high-energy gamma-ray photons that were used to initially 
locate the radioactive material via the previously described 

auto-radiography setup). Resulting from the low sample pen-
etration depth (approximately 2 µm) afforded by EDS analysis 
(Goldstein et al., 1992)—combined with this gamma-ray spec-
trometry, it is likely that the radiocesium producing this signal is 
either; (a) contained at depth below the surface of the particle or 
more likely (b) at concentrations below that detectable by EDS. 
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FigUre 4 | Internal compositional analysis of a surface fiber: (a) scanning electron microscope image through a sectioned fiber, the highly amorphous/structure-
less internal form of the material is apparent alongside two small voids (highlighted); (B) energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) elemental map of Si distribution; (c) 
EDS elemental map of Al distribution; (D) Si compositional line-scans (i) and (ii) as shown in (B); (e) Al compositional line-scans (iii) and (iv) as shown in (c).
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Such a homogenous distribution of radiocesium has been iden-
tified in synchrotron analysis of finer-scale (c. 2 µm) Fukushima 
ejecta material with a greater activity per volume ratio that this 
larger material. With volatilized Cs present in abundance at the 
time this material was fused, a consistent spatial distribution is 
expected.

Fiber interior structure and composition
An SEM image of the results of ion-beam sectioning and 
sequential low-energy cleaning of the cross-section produced 
through the region identified in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 4A. 
From this image, the lack of internal structure within the fibers 
is apparent—with no microscale crystals or external outer rim 
or rind at their margins. Toward the top right of the image are 
two small micron-sized voids, likely representing the location 
of gaseous inclusions associated with the production of the 
material.

Elemental EDS mapping of the region imaged in Figure 4A 
is shown in Figures 4B,C for Si and Al, respectively. From these 
maps, the uniform distribution of silicon along the external 
surface as well as through the fibers interior is apparent. The 
reduced levels of Si present within the bulk region immediately 
surrounding the particle is also evident, supporting the line scan 
EDS results presented in Figures 3A,B. Whereas Al is witnessed 
to have a similar enrichment within the fibers in comparison 
to the containing particle, as shown formerly in the plot of 
Figure 2, a contrast is apparent within Figure 4C between the 
outermost surface and the fibers interior. Further EDS line scans 
were undertaken to quantify this compositional consistency, 

as is the case of Si and heterogeneity—as observed for Al. The 
resulting line-scan for Si is shown within Figure 4D and sup-
ports these earlier findings—with the weight percentage of Si 
consistent (averaging 58  wt%), from the fibers center through 
to its exterior surface. In contrast, whereas the line scan of Al 
shows that the concentration within the fibers sectioned core is 
constant (Figure  4E)—a marked increase in Al concentration 
is observed (as per the EDS map and line scan) with respect 
to its external surface. Not existing at levels as high as Si, the 
ion-beam sectioned surface of the fiber contains approximately 
5 wt% Al, with the outer-layer containing marginally more—at 
approximately 7 wt% Al.

Fiber Form and Origin
Acting also as an indicator to the materials provenance—although 
not as powerful as composition, the orientation of these features 
across the materials surface could yield information regarding the 
conditions of formation. A rose diagram detailing the orienta-
tions of the fibers encountered across the surface of the fragment 
sample is shown in Figure 5. From this plot, the spread of fiber 
orientations appears uniform.

This orientation distribution may, therefore, suggest that the 
fibrous features that occur across the surfaces of these particles 
are the result of a source fibrous material that itself has a heteroge-
neous distribution of individual fiber orientations. Or conversely, 
the fibers may be the result of an explosive or violent emission 
event, responsible for producing such an orientation variance.

Combining these structural (fiber orientation) results with 
those compositional results obtained in earlier sections, the 
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likely origin of these surface fibers (as well as the underlying bulk 
particle sample) can be determined/estimated with respect to the 
plant as well as the March 2011 events at the FDNPP. The highly 
fibrous nature of the silicon-rich material, originating from a 
nuclear plant setting, would strongly invoke the source of the 
fibers to be insulation-type material. Thermal lagging materials 
are encountered within reactor buildings such as at the FDNPP, 
where they insulate the extensive piping network used to transfer 
steam and pressurized water around the plant. This insulation 
material occurred more extensively at the FDNPP above the 
reactor service floor alongside the concrete superstructure of the 
facility.

For a simplistic comparison of likely source-material, the 
form of several different commonly encountered insulation 
materials is presented in Table 1. From this table, a strong degree 
of similarity can be observed between the fibers encountered 
on the particles external surfaces and those of commonly used 

insulation materials. The average fiber diameter measured was 
12 µm (range: 6–32), with typical values of reported insulation-
type materials varying from 2 up to 25  µm. In contrast to the 
general silicon insulation material reported in the study by the 
IARC Working Group on the Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risk 
to Humans (1988) and that of the basalt-based fire-proof silicon 
composition insulation Rockwool™ (Rockwool Limited, 2017), 
the maximum thicknesses of these fibers are slightly larger (maxi-
mum of 5 and 15 µm, respectively). Such an observed diameter 
increase/fiber widening (Figure 1) may be the result of partial 
melting of the principally silicate fibers, allowing for the material 
to flow under the extreme temperatures likely experienced during 
the in-reactor explosion. The existence of the extensive micron-
sized pits across the surface of the particle and fiber (Figure 1B) 
may represent the location of vesicles, or pockets of gas incor-
porated, and subsequently released from the material during its 
initial production or during the accident—whereby reactor and 
fission product gases were incorporated into the sample.

cOnclUsiOn

Analysis of the particulate material presented in this study has 
allowed for a far greater understanding of the likely source of 
these submillimeter radioactive particles found in the environ-
ment surrounding the FDNPP. The analysis also provides greater 
insight into the events that occurred during March 2011 as the 
reactor facility experienced multiple different loss of coolant 
incidents with ensuing reactor building explosions.

The large size of the particulate material collected near 
the reactor site, coupled with its highly angular nature is 
strongly indicative of a highly energetic mechanism of forma-
tion—explosive in nature; consistent with the events described 
during the numerous accounts of the incident by the media. 
Principally, a large-scale hydrogen explosion resulting from 
the ignition of hydrogen gas following the highly exothermic 
oxidation of the zircalloy fuel cladding material at the elevated 
reactor temperatures.

After compositional and structural analysis of the bulk 
particle material, the main constituent element was observed 
to be silicon. In contrast, the fibers, which truncated the surface 
themselves were characterized by elevated levels of Si, Al, and Cl 
alongside depleted levels of Zn and Fe (and potentially Pb). With 
a radiocesium signal determined via gamma-ray spectrometry, 
EDS analysis of the sample surfaces, however, did not yield such 
compositional results for Cs. As such, this Cs is (a) ascribed to be 
located at greater depth within the particles interior, where upon 
emission as a super-heated volatile species from the hydrogen 
explosions, it was rapidly quenched and encased within the 
“rind” of silicon evidenced in this work or (b), at concentra-
tions well below those of EDS analysis. Compositional analysis 
has shown that certain species are concentrated/depleted in 
specific regions with respect to others. This most-likely repre-
sents the state at the initial formation of the material but may 
potentially also result due to the influence of species leaching by 
environmental waters.

Further work to investigate the internal form and chemistry of 
the material will utilize synchrotron radiation techniques. Such 

FigUre 5 | Rose diagram detailing the orientations of the silicon-dominant 
fibers found on the surface of the particles (arbitrary zero direction).

TaBle 1 | Details of the mean fiber length of silicate insulation materials obtained 
from prior studies on their physical form (and in some instances, elemental 
composition).

study Mean fiber diameter (μm)

Öztürk (2010) 8–20
Zihlif and Ragosta (2003) 2–25
Rockwool Limited (2017) 4–5
IARC Working Group on the Evaluation of 
Carcinogenic Risk to Humans (1988)

6–15a

IARC Working Group on the Evaluation of 
Carcinogenic Risk to Humans (1988)

<3.0b

Klingholz (1977) 4–6
This work 6–32 (average: 12)

aGeneral thermal insulation.
bHigh-temperature thermal insulation.
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